In today’s economy new ideas represent
substance for economic growth. Our global
economy has become more accessible because of the
information age. The need to have more secure business
transactions has become more of a challenge, as a result.

It is evident in today’s business world that our financial
information is dangerously vulnerable to hacking and theft. This
generally leaves consumers afraid to transact business using
third party systems. As information technology becomes
increasingly sophisticated so does the ability to improve the
way financial transactions are conducted.
The word “cryptocurrency” represents the ability to move
currency (or a measure of value) in such a way that is faster,
verified, and without interference. As we embrace this new
technology, we want to also have the accessibility worldwide
to circulate value within the Black community.
Our community now faces challenges with the access of
capital in many forms. Furthermore, the present economy
seems to continuously reduce or eliminate systems that were
specifically put into place to support and uplift the black
community.
Our new digital ecosystem will provide an avenue to
support communities that are being neglected by failed current
programs. We are SABLEASSENT, the world’s Global Digital
Ecosystem that Empowers the Black Economy.

Our Sable Coins will be
available to circulate amongst
a 1.5 billion potential
population throughout the
entire African Diaspora and
the world, which is supported
by $1.40 trillion dollars in
spending annually.

Presently, the Jewish dollar circulates
within their community between 8 to 15
days, the Caucasian dollar circulates
between 6 to 12 days, and the Hispanic
dollar circulates between 3 to 6 days, but
the African American dollar circulates six
hours.
That’s The NEED!!!

With the Sable Coins active wallet, we can embrace and
support Black consumers, black owned businesses and
non-profits globally. This provides residual resources to
our communities, Black owned Business and non-profits
who are actively serving in their community.

We are a digital ecosystem that embraces and supports the
economic systems of the Black community and its consumers,
businesses and non-profit organizations. We know and
understand that small businesses and non-profit organizations
in our community are the fabric of our heritage.
However, this fabric is not as strong as it should be due to
the lack of consistent flow of currency which is the life blood of
the Black economy. For this reason, we plan to employ people
from our communities through a group we call the Assent
Team.
The Assent team is our global staff that preforms customer
engagement and marketing in exchange for Sable Coins. We
will ensuring our coins are used by our community through our
technology education curriculum and course study, freelance
GIG opportunities application and for products and services in
our ecosystem.
What are the overall goals of SABLEASSENT?
 Give global consumers access to a global network of51%
black owned businesses and non-profit organizations.
 Connect with non-profits to create business
relationships and/or partnerships that would maintaina
ongoing digital economy.

 Provide an easy and safe way for consumers to engage in
transactions globally with Sable Coins in a trusted, secure and
decentralized global black business ecosystem.
 Provide a digital or physical Pre-Paid Debit Card forSable
Coins to provide liquidity Worldwide.
 Provide a user-friendly application for smart phones,
tablets, and personal computers to conduct peer topeer
transactions using NFC technology.
 Create interactive trading platforms to enable our
customers to trade for other global cryptocurrencieswith
Sable Coins
 Facilitate ongoing Sable Coin donations to ournon-profits
equal to 2% of SABLEASSENT Corporate profits.
 Sable Coins give access to Tech education and to a
unemployed population providing Gig opportunitiesto
work from anywhere.
 Use the Sable Coins to buy goods and services from our
ecosystem and from the black communities andcountries.
 Create blockchain applications for all industries to solve
problems.
 Build a Global Digital Ecosystem to connect the entire
African Diaspora to eliminate poverty.

What is the objective of SABLEASSENT?
The objective is to use our platform as a central hub for
consumers, businesses and non-profits to work cohesively and
exchange resources that will create a global collective
economy.
Using the Sable Coins throughout the entire African Diaspora
will stimulate the Black economy to create a robust economic
system.
We hope to create an exchange of goods between the people,
by the people and for the people, and leave no one behind.
Our execution slogan is Each One Teach One.

What are the SABLEASSENT innovations?
The Sable Coin and SAC wallet system will grant
unprecedented access to resources in a new collective
decentralize economy. The SABLEASSENT ecosystem is a
unique collaboration of global consumers doing business in a
global black ecosystem to conduct business-to-business or
peer to peer transactions.
We stabilize our communities through tech education and
GIG/self-employment opportunities. Our mobile wallet allows
transactions in a casual format, this improves the way we
interact with each other in a decentralized digital way.

How will the SABLEASSENT platform work?
Our platform starts with our SAC wallet which will have
resources for consumers, businesses and non-profit
organizations. The wallet will include a business and nonprofit directory, contacts and a place to maintain and store
Sable Coins.
Upon opening a wallet, all users will receive a wallet address
and access to global contacts. Our non-profits will be
contacted to receive a wallet and gifts in Sable Coins.
When participating in the online platform as a 51% black
owned business, those users will receive their own personal
listing within our global network database. Larger
corporations can choose to use Sable Coins for globalbusiness
marketing and many other tasks to be carried out by our
Assent team.
Our most important feature is our multi-purpose
verification security system which starts with the
following:





Picture ID verification or passport for KYC compliance.
A welcome interview and overview thatverifies
the applications
Text message verification



Mobile application with participating devices



Two-part email verification

Another important feature of our platform is our commitment
to creating stronger global communities. The Assent team
opportunity is provided to users who want to earn Sable Coins.
They will receive compensation by Sableassent and by
partnerships on the Assent team app. We will also partner
with strategic industries in black communities and countries
to assist with global reach.
Why is SABLEASSENT selling Sable Coins?
Our primary goal is to build a new black economy, and to have
a value Coin in our Black communities which generates
confidence and trust.
The sale of our Sable Coins provides the necessary tools to
build our community and have a solid foundation to provide
access to a education platform, freelance employment
opportunities, ongoing technology resources for our
consumers, businesses and non-profit communities to grow
an unemployed Black workforce.
In addition, SABLEASSENT will leverage our Sable Coins for
other valuable commodities, products, services and assets to
ensure longevity and sustainability for our Sable Coins.

The sale of Sable Coins will benefit the national and global
markets by educating and employing thousands of ready,
willing, and able Black people.
What are Sable Coins?
As we discussed earlier, cryptocurrency is a way
for people to exchange a store a value and
perform transactions digitally.
These transactions are performed on an online
wallet supplied by SABLEASSENT Coin
Corporation. Each decimal in a transaction will
represent a percentage of a Sable Coin called a
Mack depending on its value.
The value of the Sable Coins is based on the
economic uses in the Sableassent ecosystem as
a medium of exchange for all products and
services in our ecosystem.
The technology of blockchain that the Sable
Coin will work within provides peer to peer
transactions in a transparency, decentralized
and immutable way. You can use the Sable coins
with consumers, black owned businesses, nonprofit organizations in our ecosystemworldwide.

All willing consumers that chose to be part of a
black ecosystem and see the value of a new
collective economy that empowers the African
Diaspora.

We will have our tokens available on many third
party exchange platforms for all of our users to
trade openly.
Sable Coins will be used to exchange for
education tools, GIG/freelance employment
opportunities, products, services and provide
Donations in a peer to peer
way from anywhere in the world in a matter of minutes.
Who are your SABLEASSENT Corporate officers and marketing
team?

What will the Sable Coins be used for and who will
get them?
The launch and long term distribution strategy of
Sable Coin is based on 5 principles:
1.Security
2.Safety
3.Use Cases in our communities
4.Customer Experience
5.Corporate profits
With this in mind we have created a minted andmining
process over a 400 year of the Sable Coins supply and
proper distribution on Blockchain technology. The
total supply of 1 Billion Sable Coins will be distributed
in the following way:
100 million- Early endorsements, Early token holders.
Available for purchase now until Launch April 2020
100 million- Token Generation Event for consumer
purchase
400 million- 400- Year Supply mined across the node
system in our private network 1% per year. The Sable
Coin has a 18 digit decimal in-order to have a unlimited
supply to fight inflation. Also for consumer purchase.
200 million- Corporate Officers and Assent Team
members

200 million- Asset Holdings for Community
Improvements across the world
The smallest decimal is called a Mark with the
remaining 17 named after the greatest black leaders in
world history.
We have an established tech and marketing teams around
the world to build this platform. Our daily work will include
building relationships large and small companies to provide a
presence on our platform and build the trust for the industry.
Our companies ability to provide value and global reach to
black owned businesses and consumers along with
quarterly donations to our non-profits sets Sableassent
apart. In addition to re-educating in technologies and with
our Assent team forms a durable platform to create stable
communities worldwide.
Therefore, SABLEASSENT will achieve success by increasing
information security, personal safety, and quality customer
service through the use of decentralized transparent
blockchain technology in the form of applications and
digital currencies.
Become a part of a Global Movement to Empower Black
Communities and Countries to eliminate poverty today with
SABLEASSENT Coin Corporation.
Blessings,

Welcome Home

Contact Us
SABLEASSENT Coin Corporation
675 Ali BaBa Ave
Miami Fl 33054
Phone: 1-305-440-6354
info@SABLEASSENT.COM
www.sableassent.com

